Abstract Horizontal resolution of general circulation models (GCMs) has significantly increased during the last decade, however these changes were not accompanied by similar changes in vertical resolution. In our study, the Community Atmosphere Model, version 5 (CAM5) is used to study the sensitivity of climate to vertical resolution and nonorographic gravity wave drag. Nonorographic gravity wave drag is typically omitted from low-top GCMs, however as we show, its influence on climate can be seen all the way to the surface. We show that an increase in vertical resolution from 1200 to 500 m in the free troposphere and lower stratosphere in CAM5 improves the representation of near-tropopause temperatures, lower stratospheric temperatures, and surface wind stresses. In combination with nonorographic gravity waves, CAM5 with increased vertical resolution produces a realistic Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO), has an improved seasonal cycle of temperature in the extratropics, and represents better the coupling between the stratosphere and the troposphere.
Introduction
Horizontal and vertical resolution of general circulation models (GCMs) has increased significantly since the inception of climate models in the early 1980s. The first version of NCAR's Community Climate Model (CCM), CCM0, had only nine vertical levels with model top near 33 km and horizontal resolution of R15, or $4.4 3 7.5 [Pitcher et al., 1983] . CCM1 had R15 resolution but the number of levels increased to 12 to better represent the tropopause region [Randel and Williamson, 1990] . In CCM2, the number of vertical levels increased to 18 (with lid at 3 hPa) increasing the vertical resolution throughout the model domain (see Figure 1a ) with default horizontal resolution increased to T42 or 2.8 3 2.8 [e.g., Williamson and Rasch, 1994] . The default resolution of Community Atmosphere Model, version 3 (CAM3) remained at T42 [Collins et al., 2006] and the number of vertical levels increased to 26 with similar model lid ( Figure 1a ). Hence, CAM3 had horizontal resolution of $300 km and vertical resolution of $1.2 km in midtroposphere and lower stratosphere. The standard resolution for Community Atmosphere Model, version 4 (CAM4) has further increased significantly to 0.9 3 1.25 (or $100 km), whereas the vertical resolution remained at 26 levels [Neale et al., 2013] . Four levels were added in the boundary layer relative to the 26 level vertical structure of CAM3/CAM4 in CAM5 [Neale et al., 2012] .
''Low-top'' GCMs, or GCMs with model lids below 1 hPa [Charlton-Perez et al., 2013] , developed by other modeling centers have similar configurations to that of CAM. For example, the GFDL CM3 model [Donner et al., 2011] has resolution of 2 3 2.5 with vertical resolution of $1 km in midtroposphere. The Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model version 2 (HadGEM2) 1.25 3 1.875 with 38 layers in the vertical extending to over 39 km in height [Collins et al., 2011] . Although increased horizontal resolution of GCMs has been the primary focus of newer generation GCMs, it is important to understand that vertical resolution consistent with horizontal resolution is needed to properly represent the atmospheric motions that are being resolved in the horizontal with finer horizontal resolutions. Lindzen and Fox-Rabinovitz [1989] developed simple criteria for consistency between vertical and horizontal resolution in general circulation models. For extratropical quasi-geostrophic disturbances, Lindzen and Fox-Rabinovitz [1989] argue that the vertical model grid spacing, Dz should be related to the horizontal model grid spacing, Dx by the following relation:
that increasing vertical resolution leads to a cooling of the tropopause region, tropospheric cooling in low to middle latitudes, and warming in high latitudes and close to the surface. They also found that increasing vertical resolution results in a pronounced warming in the polar upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. Rind et al. [2007] found that increased vertical resolution had significant impact on tracer transport mainly due to faster interhemispheric transport associated with stronger Hadley circulation and increased tropical eddy kinetic energy.
The vertical resolution of a model has been shown to be crucial to representing convectively coupled equatorial waves (CCEWs) and the tropical lower stratospheric Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO) [e.g., Boville and Randel, 1992; Giorgetta et al., 2002] . In particular, Mixed-Rossby gravity waves and equatorial Kelvin waves are crucial to the driving of the QBO. These waves have vertical wavelengths that range from $3 to 8 km and hence the small vertical wavelength range of the wave spectra is not well represented in GCMs with vertical resolution of only $1 km. A detailed examination of simulated CCEWs and the ability of CAM5 with higher vertical resolution and gravity waves to represent a QBO is presented in a separate publication [Richter et al., 2014] .
Nonorographic gravity wave parameterizations have become a standard part of ''high-top'' (model top above 1 hPa) GCMs such as HAMMONIA [e.g., Schmidt et al., 2006] and the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model (WACCM) [e.g., Richter et al., 2010] . This is due to the large amount of momentum that these waves deposit in the stratosphere and mesosphere and their contribution to the driving of residual circulations. ''Low-top'' GCMs, with their primary focus on modeling the troposphere and lower stratosphere have typically omitted GW parameterization with the exception of orographic GWs. A study of Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) models by Charlton-Perez et al. [2013] revealed that only one of the 11 ''low-top'' GCMs had a nonorographic gravity wave parameterization. In all previous versions, CAM Figure 1 . Approximate vertical grid spacing in km used in Figure 1a previous versions of NCAR's GCM: CCM0 (triangles), CCM1 (asterisks), CCM2 (plus signs), CAM3 (diamonds), and (b) CAM5 simulations with 30 levels (diamonds) and 60 levels (minus signs).
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has also only included a parameterization of orographic gravity wave drag. Although the primary domain of interest of typical CAM users is the troposphere, the model domain does include the stratosphere, and better representation of the stratosphere could improve the representation of tropospheric climate. Hence, in addition to vertical resolution, we examine here the effects of nonorographic gravity wave drag on the mean climate and variability of the troposphere and lower stratosphere. In our simulations, we examine both the mean tropospheric and lower stratospheric climate, as well as variability of the tropics and the extratropics.
Model Description
In our study, we use the Community Atmosphere Model, version 5 (CAM5). A complete description of CAM5 is given by Neale et al. [2012] and we describe below the key features of CAM5. The version of CAM5 used in this study utilized the new spectral element (SE) dynamical core [Dennis et al., 2012] . SE is a highly scalable core which uses a cubed-sphere geometry and continuous Galerkin spectral element techniques [Taylor and Fournier, 2010] . This dynamical core is expected to become the default for CAM5 in the near future.
CAM5 uses the moist planetary boundary layer (PBL) turbulent transport parameterization according to Bretherton and Park [2009] . A plume-based treatment of shallow-convection is used . Deep convection is parameterized using the Zhang and McFarlane [1995] parameterization. CAM5 incorporates an advanced two-moment representation of cloud microphysical processes [Morrison and Gettelman, 2008; Gettelman et al., 2010] that is directly coupled to prognostic aerosol mass and number concentrations predicted by a comprehensive modal aerosol model [Easter et al., 2004; Ghan and Easter, 2006] . Radiative heating and cooling are treated using the GCM version of the ''Rapid and Accurate Radiative Transfer Model'' (RRTM) [Iacono et al., 2008] .
Control Simulation
The default vertical structure of CAM5 consists of 30 vertical levels with approximately 1200 m vertical spacing throughout the free troposphere and lower stratosphere with model top at $2 hPa (Figure 1b) . The default horizontal resolution for CAM5 has 30 spectral elements on each side of a cubed-sphere face (ne30). A third-order polynomial representation is used in each element, which results in a horizontal resolution of $100 km. This default model setup is our control simulation and will be hereafter referred to as 30Lcam. This standard configuration of CAM5 includes an orographic gravity wave parameterization following McFarlane [1987] . A parameterization of nonorographic gravity wave drag is not included.
Experiment Simulations
In order to explore the effects of vertical resolution on CAM5's climate, we have set up a simulation with 60 vertical levels, 60Lcam. The vertical level structure for this simulation is shown by the dotted line in Figure  1b . In 60Lcam, we decrease the vertical grid spacing to $500 m above 850 mb. This simulation only explores effects of vertical resolution in the free troposphere and the stratosphere. Effects of increasing vertical resolution in the planetary boundary later will be explored in the future.
Effects of nonorographic gravity wave drag are explored here by adding the GW parameterization from WACCM [Richter et al., 2010] into CAM. The nonorographic GW parameterization assumes that gravity waves are generated by two dominant sources: fronts and convection. Gravity waves are launched only when a gravity wave source is detected. Frontally generated gravity waves are launched when the frontogenesis function [Hoskins, 1982] exceeds a critical threshold. At every point and time step of the model when the criteria are met, a broad spectrum of gravity waves is launched and propagated through the atmosphere using the Lindzen [1981] parameterization. All settings of the frontal source spectrum parameterization follow Richter et al. [2010] . Similarly, every time the deep convection scheme of Zhang and McFarlane [1995] is active, a spectrum of convectively generated gravity waves is launched. The source spectrum of convectively generated waves is dependent on the heating depth, amplitude, and mean wind in the convective heating region following the parameterization of Beres et al. [2004] . One of the tunable parameters in the Beres et al. [2004] parameterization is the efficiency factor, which can be thought of as the fraction of the model grid box covered by gravity waves. This parameter was set to 0.1 in Richter et al. [2010] . We use a convective GW efficiency of 0.55 here. This increase in GW efficiency from Richter et al. [2010] can be justified by the increased horizontal resolution in our model (100 versus 200 km), and hence bigger probability that a large fraction of the model grid box is occupied by convection. This setting also gives the best simulation of the tropical Quasi-Biennial Oscillation [Richter et al., 2014] . As gravity waves generated by deep convection are mostly confined to the Tropics [Richter et al., 2010] , the change in convective GW efficiency has almost no impact on the extratropical climate. Shaw and Shepherd [2007] showed that violation of angular momentum conservation in a general circulation model can lead to spurious circulations in the model domain. Following the recommendation of Shaw and Shepherd [2007] , any remaining GW momentum of parameterized gravity waves at the top of the model domain is deposited in the top layer of the model. We carry out simulations with nonorographic gravity waves both with the 30 and the 60 layer model. The simulations are called 30LcamGW and 60LcamGW, respectively.
Mean Temperature and Zonal Wind Structure
In this section, we describe the changes to mean climate in CAM5 as a result of increased vertical resolution and added gravity wave drag parameterization. We exclude from our discussion the last three layers of the model (above 10 hPa) which have coarser vertical resolution and extra dissipation. Figures 2a and 2e show the 20 years (1980) (1981) (1982) (1983) (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) average December, January, February (DJF) and average June, July, August (JJA) temperature for 30Lcam, respectively. Tropospheric temperature decreases steadily up to the tropopause reaching a cold point of 188.5 K in DJF and 194 K in JJA at the equator. In the global mean, the temperature of the stratosphere increases with altitude; however, there is a strong annual cycle of temperature. The winter polar temperature in the lower stratosphere is 20-40 K lower than in summer. Stratospheric temperatures are in large part driven by the mean meridional circulation which causes upward motion (cooling) in the tropics, and downward motion (compressional warming) in the winter hemisphere polar regions [Andrews et al., 1987] .
Control Simulation
30Lcam captures the general features of the mean tropospheric and stratospheric temperature structure; however, it does carry some biases relative to observations. Figures 3a and e show the DJF and JJA temperature difference relative to the ERA-Interim data set [Dee et al., 2011] . CAM5 temperatures near the tropopause and in the lower stratosphere are colder than in observations. The largest biases occur near the summer tropopause: 6 K in DJF (Figure 3a) , and more than 8 K in JJA (Figure 3e ). This cold high-latitude tropopause bias is also found in other GCMs [Solomon et al., 2007, chap. 8.3 .1.1.1]. The tropical tropopause in CAM5 is about 2 K too cold with respect to ERA Interim reanalyses, similarly to previous versions of the NCAR GCM [Collins et al., 2006; Neale et al., 2013] . The lower stratosphere in CAM5, between 10 and 100 hPa is also colder than observed. Here the largest biases are seen in the winter hemisphere, especially in JJA, reaching 218 K at the South Pole.
Zonal mean wind for the 30Lcam simulation is shown in Figures 4a and 4e and the biases relative to ERA are shown in Figures 5a and 5e. The tropospheric zonal mean wind is in good agreement with observations, however similarly to the temperature field, CAM5's biases grow above 200 hPa. In DJF, the tropospheric 
Effects of Gravity Waves
We begin our sensitivity studies by looking at the effects of nonorographic gravity waves on the mean tropospheric and lower stratospheric climate. Gravity wave amplitudes increase exponentially with height and hence their largest impacts are in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere [e.g., Fritts and Alexander, 2003 ], unless they encounter a critical level below. However, gravity waves can deposit a small amount of momentum in the stratosphere that can be important to the mean wind and temperature structure in this region. Also, when the momentum due to nonorographic gravity waves is deposited near the model top to conserve momentum [Shaw and Shepherd, 2007; Shaw et al., 2009] , the circulation below is affected via downward control [Haynes et al., 1991] .
Figures 2b and 2f show the change in the mean temperature in the 30LcamGW compared to 30Lcam. In DJF, the temperature in the polar Northern Hemisphere upper troposphere and lower stratosphere warms by up to 7 K. There is also cooling of $1 K between 20 and 10 hPa between 60 S and 90 S. In JJA, we see similar changes: the region between 100 and 10 hPa, south of 60 S warms by up to 8 K, and there is cooling of 1-2 K between 20 and 10 hPa in the summer hemisphere. In both seasons, there is warming of 1-2 K in the tropics, between 20 and 10 hPa. The winter polar warming in 30LcamGW helps to alleviate CAM5's cold bias in the polar stratosphere ( Figures 3b and 3f) ; however, the warming in this region is so large that it actually introduces a warm bias between 150 and 30 hPa in DJF near the North Pole. In JJA (Figure 3f ), the cold polar stratosphere bias is reduced by 50%, and near 60 S, 20 hPa the temperatures actually become slightly warmer than those observed. The large warming near the winter pole in 30LcamGW is associated with changes the stratospheric westerly jet: in both DJF and JJA, the stratospheric jet moves equatorward (Figures 4b and 4f ).
The changes in 30LcamGW relative to 30Lcam can be explained using the Transformed Eulerian Mean (TEM) framework [Andrews et al., 1987] . The residual mean meridional circulation is defined by the mean residual meridional velocity, v Ã , and the mean residual vertical velocity, w Ã :
where v and w are the simulated meridional and vertical velocities, q 0 is the atmospheric density, h is the potential temperature, a is the radius of the earth, and / is the latitude. In the above, an overbar represents a zonal mean and departures from the zonal mean are denoted by primes.
Changes in the mean residual circulation occur due to changes in resolved wave forcing, typically described in terms of the Eliassen-Palm flux (EP flux), denoted by F, and unresolved gravity wave drag (or other drag on the mean flow) denoted by X . The meridional and vertical components of the EP flux vector, F, are defined as follows:
where f is the Coriolis parameter. EP flux divergence is defined as:
and the zonal momentum equation showing the relationship between EP flux divergence, parameterized wave drag, and mean circulation reads as follows:
According to the above, changes in gravity wave drag ð X Þ, will result in changes in the mean residual circulation. Figure 6 shows the orographic and nonorographic gravity wave drag in the 30LcamGW simulation. This figure shows that below 10 hPa, gravity wave drag comes only from orographic gravity waves, and is only active in the winter hemisphere where near stationary waves can propagate upward. Nonorographic gravity waves have low amplitudes in the stratosphere and hence their momentum is only deposited in the top layer of the model domain (with the enforcement of the momentum flux going to zero at model top). The force on the mean flow from nonorographic gravity waves reaches amplitudes of 3 m s 21 d2 1 in DJF and 5 m s 21 d 21 in JJA. Eastward (positive) GW drag appears in summer hemisphere and westward (negative) GW drag appears in the winter hemisphere. In the winter hemisphere, many of the gravity waves with positive phase speeds reach their critical levels in the westerly jet, and hence there is a dominance of westward propagating gravity waves at the model top. In the summer hemisphere, the situation is reversed. The nonorographic gravity wave drag near the model top is split fairly equally between convective and frontally generated waves (not shown): convective gravity wave drag dominates in the tropics, and frontal gravity wave drag dominates in the extratropics [Richter et al., 2010] .
The addition of nonorographic gravity wave drag in 30LcamGW induces changes in the residual mean meridional circulation. These changes are illustrated in Figures 7 and 8 for DJF and JJA, respectively. The mean residual circulation is directed upward in the Tropics, toward the winter pole in midlatitudes, and downward over the winter pole. The addition of nonorographic gravity wave drag strengthens this circulation by increasing the meridional residual velocity near the model top (Figures 7b and 8b ) and increasing the downward motion over the winter pole (Figures 7f and 8f ). The increased downward motion extends down to 100 hPa in DJF and to 60 hPa in JJA and causes compressional warming, explaining the increase in temperatures near the winter pole in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. Hence, although gravity waves do not deposit momentum directly in this region, they can significantly impact the mean temperature structure via downward control [Haynes et al., 1991] . Shaw et al. [2009] showed that including momentum conservation in a GCM with a top near 10 hPa is very important as its effects reach all the way down to the surface. Shaw et al. [2009] also showed that including momentum conservation for non orographic waves brings the simulated climate in closer agreement with a high-top version of the same model.
Although the dominant response to nonorographic gravity wave drag in CAM5 is dynamical, it is worthwhile to note that there is a small change to the radiative forcing in 30LcamGW as compared to 30Lcam. This is easily understood by considering changes in water vapor between the two simulations shown in Figures 9b and 9f. In 30LcamGW, there is an increase in water vapor concentration in JJA, between 75 S and 90 S and between 100 and 10 hPa. As this change in water vapor occurs in the same location as the large warming seen in Figure 2f , we conclude that the change in stratospheric temperatures in JJA in 30LcamGW partially comes from the change in the radiative effects water vapor. In DJF, the water vapor distribution between 30Lcam and 30LcamGW is unchanged.
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Effects of Vertical Resolution
Figures 2c and 2g show the change in the mean temperature in the 60Lcam compared to 30Lcam. Recall that there are no physics or tuning changes between these two models; the only difference is the vertical grid spacing. In DJF (Figure 2c ), increased vertical resolution causes large cooling in winter polar region in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. This cooling has a magnitude of 3-4 K near 100 hPa and exceeds 7 K near 20 hPa. There is also cooling of $1 K in the tropics between 250 and 150 hPa. The lower stratosphere and the extratropical tropopause region experiences warming of 1-3 K. Most of this warming is significant at the 99% confidence level using the Student's t test. In JJA (Figure 2g ), the temperature changes relative to the control simulation are similar, although, the polar stratospheric cooling is smaller and the extratropical tropopause warming is nearly doubled with temperatures at 150 hPa, 60 S and at 200 hPa, 85 N over 4 K warmer than in 30Lcam.
The increase in the model's vertical resolution decreases CAM5's temperature biases near the tropopause. This occurs both in DJF and JJA (Figures 3c and 3g ). In the Southern Hemisphere, summer and winter and in the Northern Hemisphere summer, the tropopause bias near 200 hPa is reduced by 2 K. Throughout the lower stratosphere, the overall cold bias is also reduced, except in the polar-most winter stratosphere, where the cold temperature bias relative to ERAI increases significantly.
Zonal mean wind is related to the temperature through the thermal wind relationship; hence, we expect large changes in the zonal mean wind in the vicinity of changes in the mean temperature structure of the atmosphere. In 60Lcam, the temperature gradient near 60 N is intensified in DJF ( Figure 2c ) and we see large changes in the stratospheric westerly jet in this region (Figure 4c ). In 60Lcam, the upper tropospheric and lower stratospheric winds between 60 N and 90 N increase between 5 and 20 m s 21 (between 200 and 10 hPa). The jet maximum also shifts toward the pole, and there is a decrease in the upper tropospheric/lower stratospheric winds between 10 N and 40 N. In the summer hemisphere winter, similar changes are seen (Figure 4g ) but they are weaker, as the change in the extratropical temperature gradient between 60Lcam and 30Lcam was weaker in JJA.
The reasons for temperature differences between the 60 level and 30 level CAM5 are not as straightforward to explain as the differences resulting from adding gravity wave drag into the 30L model. In 60Lcam, there is no nonorographic GW drag, so the primary changes to the residual mean circulation should occur as a result of resolved wave forcing, or EP flux divergence. In addition, the changes in 60Lcam take place through the majority of the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere, hence they all cannot be attributed to changes in the residual circulation; some come from changes in the radiative forcing in the model. First, we examine the changes in EP flux divergence for 60Lcam and 30Lcam ( Figure 10 ) and then we consider the entire temperature budget for various regions of the atmosphere. Figure 10 shows that EP flux divergence contributes to the stratospheric momentum budget in the winter hemisphere. We expect this as extratropical quasi-stationary planetary waves can only propagate in westerly winds. In the stratosphere, the differences between EP flux divergence between the 60Lcam and 30Lcam are small, 0.5 m s 21 d 21 around 10 hPa, and up to 21.5 m s 21 d 21 at the very model top. As the changes in EP flux divergence are small, especially considered to the momentum changes due to the gravity wave drag in 30LcamGW, the resulting changes in stratospheric residual circulation are also small. Figures 7c , 7g, 8c, and 8g confirm this and show that residual vertical and meridional velocity changes, especially below 10 hPa in 60Lcam are very small. Above 10 hPa, there is an intensification of the residual vertical velocity both in DJF and JJA. More specifically, the downward branch of the residual circulation is intensified near 60 N in DJF and near 60 S in JJA, suggesting that to be the contributing factor to stratospheric warming in this region. However, these changes do not explain all of the temperature differences between 60Lcam and 30Lcam. It is important to note, that there are also significant changes in the EP flux divergence in the upper troposphere between 60Lcam and 30Lcam. The amplitude of these changes is between 30% and 50% of the EP flux in 30Lcam in this region. The EP flux divergence changes are both positive and negative implying that both wave generation and dissipation is affected. Wave generation and propagation are dependent on many factors, such as the distribution of large-scale heating, instabilities, and the wind through which the waves propagate through. Hence, the cause and effect of the EP flux differences between 60Lcam and 30Lcam cannot be easily determined; however, it is important to note that the EP flux is not the same in these two simulations.
Aside to changes in the model's dynamics, changes in temperature in 60Lcam can result from changes in radiative heating in the model. The summer hemisphere warming near the tropopause is associated with changes in water vapor distribution in this region. Figures 9c and 9g show the difference in water vapor between 60Lcam and 30Lcam. In DJF and JJA, in the extratropical lower stratosphere in the summer hemisphere, water vapor decreases by 20-50% in 60Lcam as compared to 30Lcam. In the winter extratropical stratosphere, there is also a reduction in water vapor but only by 10-30%. A strong association between reduced water vapor and an increase in temperature was noted by Stenke et al. [2008] . In the Tropics, in DJF, there is a small increase in water vapor right above the tropopause, whereas in JJA, there is a 10% decrease. To get further insight into the cause of the differences between the 30 level and 60 level CAM, we examine the TEM zonal mean temperature equation, following Andrews et al. [1987] :
where h is the potential temperature, and Q is the total heating rate. The term on the right-hand side (RHS) of equation (8) is a contribution to heating from non quasigeostrophic motions. This term is generally much smaller than the other terms in the equation. Hence, changes in temperature of the atmosphere result from two main tendencies: advective ð2ða 21 v Ã h / 1 w Ã h z ÞÞ and radiative and diabatic heating ð QÞ. We have calculated these tendencies for the 30Lcam and 60Lcam from daily mean output for 20 years of these simulations. In CAM5, Q consist of radiative heating, moist heating, dissipation heating from parameterized gravity waves, and diffusion. Short-wave and long-wave radiative heating are the primary components of Q in the stratosphere. In the tropopause region, heating from moist processes becomes important. The other heating terms are negligible by comparison. Figure 11 shows the balance of the terms in the TEM zonal mean temperature equation (equation (8) 230 hPa. It is clear from the left and center plots of Figure 11 that the advective term in the zonal mean temperature equation is always a positive term and is nearly balanced by the negative radiative tendency. Note that even though many of our temperature tendency terms are highly derived quantities, there is an excellent agreement between the calculated h t (black line) and the total of tendencies derived from model output (dashed green line). The balance of advective and radiative terms is qualitatively very similar for the 60Lcam and 30Lcam (middle column of Figure 11) ; however, there are small differences in each one of the regions of interest. In Region 1, in the stratosphere near the South Pole, there is $10% less radiative cooling in 60Lcam compared to 30Lcam in all months except for December and January. In Region 2, in the Northern Hemisphere's polar stratosphere, the changes are more substantial: advective and radiative tendencies in November, December, and January are 30% less in the 60Lcam as compared to 30Lcam. In Region 3, the tropopause region in the Southern Hemisphere, the tendency terms of the TEM zonal mean temperature equation differ by about 10%: the tendencies are bigger (smaller) during Southern Hemisphere's winter (summer). In Region 4, the changes in temperature tendency terms between the 60 level and 30 level CAM5 are the smallest, however consistent throughout the year: they are reduced by 5-10%. The changes in Q shown in Figure 11 are related to the changes in the amount of water vapor and clouds in the atmosphere in Regions 3 and 4. The reduction of lower stratospheric water vapor in the extratropics, leads to decreased cooling (an increased Q) in Region 4 throughout the year. This is also true in Region 3 in DJF, however not in JJA. As we will show in section 4.1, this likely is caused by changes in the long-wave cloud forcing in this region. Overall, the increase in vertical resolution does not lead to qualitative differences in the annual cycles and balances of the heating tendencies shown in Figure 11 . Nevertheless, small changes in the tendencies are associated with large seasonal mean temperature differences. The clearest connection between tendency changes and temperature changes with resolution exists in the northern winter stratosphere (Region 2).
Here there is a clear reduction in advective warming, likely due to reduced descent. This is accompanied by reduced cooling and lower temperatures. The same dynamic but with opposite sense is clear in Region 3 (SH tropopause) during JJA, where increased advective warming is accompanied by increased cooling/ higher temperatures. It is tempting to conclude that in these regions increased vertical resolution has altered the meridional circulation which then leads to corresponding temperature and radiative forcing changes. However, in the summer tropopause regions a different dynamic seems to be at work. Here we see increased temperatures in 60Lcam accompanied by stronger diabatic heating. This suggests that in this region, diabatic heating changes may be driving the temperature changes, rather than responding to them.
In summary, the above analysis shows that increasing the model's vertical resolution has a profound impact on the mean wind and temperature structure, especially in the extratropical upper troposphere and lower stratosphere, as well as in the winter polar stratosphere. With increased vertical resolution, the temperature budget of the atmosphere changes significantly: the largest differences occur in the Northern Hemisphere, above 100 hPa.
Combined Effects of Gravity Waves and Vertical Resolution
With simulation 60LcamGW, we examine the combined effects of gravity waves and increased vertical resolution on the mean climate in CAM5. Figures 2d and 2h show that the effects of gravity waves and of increased vertical resolution on the mean temperature structure of the atmosphere are more or less additive. The temperature differences in 60LcamGW relative to 30Lcam are very similar to those in 60Lcam except for the polar winter hemisphere, where nonorographic waves induced a strong warming. Figure 3d shows that in 60LcamGW, in DJF, the biases in temperature relative to ERA interim, between 100 and 10 hPa, are 2 K or less, and hence are much smaller than in our control simulation, 30Lcam. The cold tropopause bias in the Southern Hemisphere has improved by 2 K. In JJA, the simulation is also improved in the winter stratosphere, except of the now slight warm bias near 60 S, and the polar tropopause temperature biases are reduced by nearly 4 K.
Figures 5d and 5h show the zonal mean wind biases relative to ERA Interim for 60LcamGW. Compared to 30LcamGW there is an increased bias in tropical winds between 10 and 50 hPa in both DJF and JJA. This is associated with the changes in the variability of tropical winds which will be discussed in section 5.1. In the extratropics, in DJF there is a reduction in the too strong bias of winds upward of 300 hPa by about 2 m s
21
. In JJA, the improvements in the simulation are more obvious: the too strong bias in the northern hemispheric winds above 200 hPa is reduced by 2 m s 21 and the too strong winds between 30 S and 60 S and 200 and 50 hPa are improved. However, in 60LcamGW, there is a bigger bias in the zonal mean wind near the South Pole above 20 hPa. Shaw and Shepherd [2007] and Shaw et al. [2009] have shown that changes due to nonorographic gravity wave breaking in a GCM can affect the surface through downward control and changes in downwelling. In our experiments, these effects are the largest during Southern Hemisphere winter. As was shown in section 3.2, in JJA there is a reduction of the upper tropospheric and lower stratospheric jet near 60 S. In JJA in 30LcamGW and 60LcamGW, this jet reduction reaches the surface with wind differences of 1 m s 21 relative to 30Lcam. These differences are large enough to cause significant changes to the surface wind stresses in this region. These are illustrated in Figure 12 . Figure 12 shows that both, the presence of nonorographic gravity waves, and increased vertical resolution, tend to decrease the surface stresses in the Southern Hemisphere storm track region. The decrease in surface stress magnitude is fairly uniform with longitude in 30LcamGW (Figure 12b ), whereas in 60Lcam the decrease is primarily in the central Southern Ocean and South Pacific Ocean (Figure 12c ). In 60Lcam and in 60LcamGW, there is also a reduction of surface wind stresses in the western Arabian Sea. The reduction of the surface wind stresses in 30LcamGW, 60Lcam, and 60LcamGW significantly reduce CAM5's biases of this quantity relative to observations. Excessively strong surface stress has been a long-standing bias in CAM and it is coupled version (CCSM) as pointed out by Yeager et al. [2006] . 
Surface Stresses

Tropospheric Physics
Effects of nonorographic gravity waves and increased vertical resolutions have effects on the tropospheric climate beyond the mean wind and temperature structure. In this section, we highlight the most pronounced changes to the tropospheric climate in our experiments.
Clouds
Changes in distribution of clouds are tightly linked to those of temperature and humidity in our model. In 30LcamGW (Figure 2b ), in DJF, there is a 2 K cooling at the tropopause near 60 N, and warming between 80 N and 90 N. This is associated with an increase in cloud fraction of 0.05 near 60 N and reduction of cloud fraction between 80 N and 90 N (Figure 14b ). In JJA, there are virtually no changes in cloud fraction (Figure 14f ) corresponding to the lack of changes in the tropospheric temperatures (Figure 2f ). Figures 14c, 14d, 14g , and 14h show that the cloud fraction decreases by up to 0.125 (30-50%) along the tropopause in the 60Lcam and 60LcamGW. The largest changes are near the winter polar tropopause both in DJF and JJA. The changes in cloud fraction relative to 30Lcam occur right below the regions of neartropopause temperature increase noted in Figure 2 . The temperature changes are largest in the extratropics (3-4 K) and smaller above the tropical Tropopause (1-2 K). In the free troposphere, there is cooling in the Tropics, but it is very weak, 1 K or less. In this region, relative humidity does not change (not shown), hence there are no differences in cloud fraction between the 30 level and 60 level models. It is clear from Figure  14 that the majority of changes in the cloud fraction in 60LcamGW come from the increased vertical resolution and have little to do with the addition of nonorographic gravity waves. The sensitivity of LWCF and SWCF to vertical resolution is roughly consistent with the cloud fraction changes in Figure 14 . The decreases in LWCF in 60LcamGW result from reductions in middle and high cloud, which are especially pronounced in winter high latitudes and in particular during JJA. Outside of wintertime, high-latitudes cloud fraction reductions with vertical resolution are small, except in the tropics near 100 hPa. We expect that these modest reductions in cloud fraction affect only thin clouds, which have very little impact on radiative forcing. It is also important to note that the microphysics in CAM5 has been tuned to produce reasonable representation of clouds in the 30 level model. This is likely the reason that the improvements in the representation of upper tropospheric temperatures in the 60 level CAM5 did not translate to improvements in cloud forcing.
Precipitation
Changes in upper tropospheric temperatures and clouds are associated with changes in the surface precipitation. As with tropospheric temperature changes, precipitation changes in the 30LcamGW simulation are minor. However, we see some impact on precipitation from increased vertical resolution. Figure 16 shows the DJF and JJA precipitation rate for 30Lcam and the changes relative to this simulation in 60LcamGW. Figure 17 shows the biases from the GPCP data set [Huffman et al., 1997; Xie et al., 2003 ] for these two simulations.
Significant impacts are present in the Indian Ocean and tropical western Pacific. The impact of increased vertical resolution is mixed. Positive biases in the western Indian Ocean during JJA are somewhat reduced, while negative biases in the western Pacific are exacerbated (Figures 17b and 17d) . Unfortunately during DJF, widespread positive tropical precipitation biases in CAM appear to be generally worse in 60LcamGW than in 30Lcam, particularly immediately east of Africa where precipitation increases by around 1.5 mm d2 1 .
Generally speaking, the largest impacts on precipitation from vertical resolution occur in the Indian monsoon region and western Pacific. This decrease in precipitation is likely due to decreased winds in this region and hence decreased moisture convergence.
Variability
Tropical Winds
In sections 3.3 and 3.4, we have noted significant changes in the tropical zonal mean winds in the 60Lcam and 60LcamGW relative to 30Lcam. We explore these further by looking at the 20 year time series of zonal mean winds averaged between 2 S and 2 N above 100 hPa for all the CAM5 simulations. The changes in this region are so significant that we have devoted an entire separate publication to these findings [Richter et al., 2014] , so we only provide a short summary of our results here. From long-standing observations, we expect to see a Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO) of the zonal winds in the tropical lower stratosphere. The observed QBO has an average period of 28 months, with typical maximum easterlies of 230 to 235 m s
21
and typical maximum westerlies of 15-20 m s 21 [e.g., Baldwin et al., 2001] . Figure 18a shows that in 30Lcam, we only have weak persistent easterlies at the equator, similar to previous versions of NCAR's GCM. The addition of nonorographic gravity wave drag changes the tropical winds, especially near the model top (Figure 18b ). Near the model top, above 10 hPa, where positive GW drag dominates, we now see primarily westerlies with magnitude of 3-8 m s 21 , and between 40 and 10 hPa, the winds oscillate between weak easterlies and weak westerlies. This oscillation does not resemble the QBO. In 60Lcam, however, the tropical winds near the model top become more easterly, and between 30 and 70 hPa, the simulation develops a layer of weak westerlies (2-7 m s 21 ). This is due to an increased upward propagation of, and momentum deposition from, Kelvin waves [Richter et al., 2014] . In 60LcamGW (Figure 18d ), a clear QBO develops, with a period closely matching that of observations. The amplitude of the westerly phase of the QBO in 60LcamGW is stronger than observed by about 10 m s 21 , whereas the amplitude of the easterly phase is weaker than observed by about 10 m s 21 . As we show in detail in Richter et al. [2014] , the QBO in 60LcamGW is driven by tropical mixed-Rossby gravity waves and Kelvin waves, as well as parameterized gravity waves. Both mixed-Rossby gravity waves and Kelvin waves can have vertical wavelengths as short as 2 or 3 km, and hence vertical resolution of at least 500 m in the free troposphere and lower stratosphere is needed to properly represent them. Clearly, the increase in vertical resolution in CAM5 to 500 m above 850 hPa in conjunction with the addition of nonorographic GW drag allows the model to better represent the tropical lower stratosphere.
Extratropical Zonal Wind and Temperature
The extratropical lower stratosphere exhibits a large seasonal cycle in both winds and temperature. Since the temperature gradient in the stratosphere is monotonic from pole to pole, the winds are westerly in the winter when temperatures are at their minimum and easterly in the summer. In the Northern Hemisphere, the winter circulation also has significant variability from December through March, due to the episodic occurrence of sudden stratospheric warmings (SSWs), characterized by a reversal of the zonal winds and rapid warming of a deep layer of the stratosphere [Charlton et al., 2007b] . In the top left plot of Figure 19 , the seasonal cycle of zonal winds at 60N and 50 hPa, from ERA-Interim reanalysis [Dee et al., 2011] for the 20 year period 1980-1999 is compared with the corresponding time period from the 30Lcam and 60LcamGW simulations. The zonal winds at this location in 30Lcam are high relative to the reanalysis throughout much of the year, but too weak during the early portion of the winter. 60LcamGW matches the reanalysis much better throughout most of the year, although the bias toward weak winds in November and December is still evident. This early winter bias is due to the distribution of modeled SSWs, which will be discussed in greater detail in the next section.
The seasonal cycle of lower stratospheric, extratropical winds are strongly influenced by vertical resolution as well as the nonorographic gravity wave parameterization. This can be seen in the bottom left plot of Figure 19 , where the bias from reanalysis is plotted for each of the four experiments. The 30LcamGW simulation shows a very similar bias to 30Lcam throughout much of the year, but the winds are weaker during the winter months. 60Lcam has very little bias during the summer; however, the winds are too strong during the winter. The right plots of Figure 19 show the corresponding comparison of the mean temperatures at 60 N and 50 hPa. Here we see that 30Lcam is too cold throughout the year, with a maximum bias in February of more than 4 K. 60LcamGW somewhat ameliorates the bias during midwinter; however, the summer stratosphere is even colder. This enhanced cold bias during the summer can be attributed to the parameterized gravity waves, since the 30LcamGW simulation (cyan) corresponds well with 60LcamGW, whereas 60Lcam is warmer than 30Lcam during the summer.
In the Southern Hemisphere, the seasonal cycle of temperature is important for modeling the ozone hole, since ozone chemistry is very sensitive to temperature. 30Lcam is too cold throughout the year, with a bias of more than 4 K during midwinter (Figure 20 ). 60LcamGW eliminates this midwinter bias, exhibiting excellent agreement with ERA-Interim from June through November. The zonal winds in 60LcamGW exhibit a slightly larger, positive bias than 30Lcam from June through September, which can be attributed to the effects of increased vertical resolution since they correspond so closely with the winds in the 60Lcam simulation (Figure 20 ).
Sudden Stratospheric Warmings
Planetary scale, atmospheric waves are evident in the polar stratosphere in both hemispheres during the winter months, and suppressed during the summer months when the winds aloft are easterly, inhibiting their vertical propagation [Charney and Drazin, 1961] . In the Northern Hemisphere, the resulting wave-mean flow interaction results in episodic wave breaking events or SSWs. First observed by Scherhag [1952] , SSWs remain a challenge for the predictability of the Northern Hemisphere winter climate [Charlton et al., 2007b] . Several metrics for comparing simulated SSWs are presented in Charlton et al. [2007b] , including the change of the 10 hPa winds and temperatures during the course of the event. Another important metric is the distribution of SSWs throughout the winter season. Figure 21 shows the frequency of SSWs as a function of month for ERA-Interim (black), 30Lcam (blue), and 60LcamGW (red). Both these models have too many SSWs in November and March when compared with the reanalysis. The early winter SSWs in both of these models are reflected in the weaker than observed winds in the lower stratosphere during November and December, discussed in the previous section. The 30Lcam model also has no SSWs in February, which is the month when they are most frequently observed. This contributes to the bias toward too strong mean winds during midwinter in 30Lcam. These early and late season events also tend to evolve differently from the midwinter events that dominate the observed climatology. For this reason, we will restrict our subsequent discussion to events occurring in December, January, and February (DJF). Table 1 lists a number of the metrics suggested by Charlton et al. [2007a] for comparing models with observations. We show statistics both from the entire length of ERA-I data set and model simulations, as well as for the overlapping time period from 1979 to 1999. We see that although both models exhibit ' 5 SSW/10 years when all events are identified according to the method of Charlton et al. [2007a] , only half of those events occur during the midwinter. The changes in zonal winds and temperatures at 10 hPa (DU 10 ) are (1979-2011) (1979-1999) (1952-1999) (1979-1999) (1952-1999) (1979-1999) to bottom: the frequency of DJF SSWs per 10 years, the change in zonal mean 10 hPa winds from 15 to 5 days prior to event minus the 5 days following the event (DU 10 ), the mean temperature anomalies at 10 and 100 mb during the 5 days centered on the event (DT 10 and DT 10 ), and the minimum NAM value at 925 hPa during the 30 days following the SSW (DNAM 925 ). comparable between 60LcamGW and ERA-I and they are somewhat lower in 30Lcam. Changes in temperature at 10hPa (DT 10 ) are about 50% lower in 30Lcam and 60LcamGW as compared to observations. The change in temperature at 100 hPa (DT 100 ) is a measure of the coupling between stratosphere and troposphere. This quantity is the only quantity that changes significantly between the different analysis periods for ERA-I (Table 1) . Nevertheless, this value is overestimated in both 30Lcam and 60LcamGW. The above statistics suggest that there is little difference between SSWs in the 30 layer and the 60 layer CAM5.
The Northern Annular Mode (NAM) is the primary mode of variability in the high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere. The NAM is defined here at each pressure level in the atmosphere, as the difference between mean geopotential height per unit area north of 65 N and south of 65 N.
The climatological seasonal cycle has been removed and the index is normalized to have unit length. This definition is similar to that of Marshall [2003] for the Southern Hemisphere Annular Mode but can be defined at each pressure level. The near surface NAM responses for 30Lcam and 60LcamGW (DNAM 925 ) shown in Table 1 , which have implications for the impact of SSWs on the tropospheric weather and climate following an event, are smaller (less negative) as compared to observations. The values in 60LcamGW are slightly closer to observations when considering the extended time period of analysis from 1952 to 1999. The NAM responses are actually more dissimilar between 30Lcam and the reanalysis in the free atmosphere than near the surface, as we will see in Figure 22 .
The left column of Figure 22 shows the evolution of the zonal-mean zonal wind at 60 N as a function of height for the 30 days prior to and following the reversal of the westerly winds at 10 hPa. In the top row, the 20 observed DJF events from ERA-Interim are composited, the middle row is constructed from 13 midwinter events in 30Lcam and the bottom row reflects the 12 DJF events in the 60LcamGW simulation. The reanalysis shows a strong polar jet with wind speeds in excess of 40 m s 21 rapidly giving way to easterly winds that persist for several weeks. Both models show a reasonable evolution of the zonal winds, although the events do not last as long on average in the model as in the reanalysis. Temperature anomalies, composited in the second column of Figure 22 are calculated as the departure from the daily climatology. ERAInterim suggests that midwinter SSWs typically follow colder than average temperatures at 60 N and positive temperature anomalies in excess of 5 K last for a week in stratosphere following the event. The temperature anomalies produced in the modeled SSWs are smaller in magnitude and evidence of a cold vortex prior to the event is not as apparent. SSWs have an influence on the winter climate of the Northern Hemisphere in the troposphere, as evidenced by a persistent negative annular mode anomaly in the troposphere following many events [Baldwin and Dunkerton, 2001] . This coupling between the stratosphere and troposphere is an ongoing subject of research and could provide some seasonal predictability if properly represented by models [Sigmond et al., 2013] . The right column of Figure 22 shows the familiar negative NAM response seen in reanalyses (top), as well as the simulated response from both models. Due to the small number of events, none of these anomalies are statistically significant, but the 30Lcam simulation shows very little NAM response while the 60LcamGW simulation at least has a negative sign throughout much of the troposphere during the 2 weeks following the composite event. Although neither model compares well to observations, the change in sign in the 60LcamGW model is encouraging evidence that the evolution of the wave breaking event and the consequent coupling with the troposphere are improving with enhanced vertical resolution. 
Summary and Conclusions
We have examined here in detail the response of the climate simulation in CAM5 to changes in the model's vertical resolution and addition of nonorographic gravity wave drag. We find that both have a significant impact on the mean climate and variability of the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere, and the changes also affect surface wind stresses and precipitation. Increased vertical resolution in the free troposphere and lower stratosphere primarily causes warming in most of the model domain above $200 hPa, except for the polar winter stratosphere, where cooling occurs. The warming near the tropopause region in the high vertical resolution model decreases CAM5's biases of tropopause temperatures by about 30%. Nonorographic gravity wave drag causes warming in the polar winter stratosphere of up to 8 K. The combination of nonorographic gravity waves and increased vertical resolution overall reduce CAM5's biases in mean temperature in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (Figure 3) . The changes in temperature near the tropopause region are associated with changes in cloud fraction in CAM5. Cloud fraction is reduced near the polar winter tropopause both in DJF and JJA. Notable reduction in cloud fraction is also noted in the Tropics throughout the year. Increased vertical resolution in CAM5 also leads to changes in surface precipitation: in DJF, there is an increase in precipitation off the east coast of Africa, whereas in JJA, precipitation decreases over India, significantly improving CAM5's precipitation bias in this region.
Nonorographic gravity wave drag and increased vertical resolution also cause significant changes in mean wind in CAM5. Both changes, in JJA, decrease the Southern Hemisphere's midlatitude jet strength all the way to the surface which decreases the surface stresses near 60 S. This change is very important to the ocean-atmosphere coupling, as too strong surface stresses in the SH extratropics have been a longstanding bias in the NCAR GCM. The most significant change in the zonal mean wind in CAM5 occurs in the tropics: the combination of nonorographic gravity waves and increased vertical resolution allows the model to produce a QBO, a phenomenon that cannot be obtained in the 30 level CAM5 configuration or in the 60 level model without nonorographic gravity waves. The period of the QBO in 60LcamGW (CAM5 with nonorographic gravity waves and high vertical resolution) matches observations closely; however, the westerly phase is too strong, and the easterly phase is a little too weak. A detailed analysis of the QBO in the 60 level model can be found in Richter et al. [2014] .
Lastly, we examined the seasonal cycle of wind and temperature in the stratosphere at 60 S and 60 N as well as northern hemispheric sudden stratospheric warmings in CAM5. At 60 N, the best simulation of wind and temperature occurs in the CAM5 configuration with gravity waves and high vertical resolution, although the zonal winds in this simulation are still too weak in early winter, and slightly too strong in late winter. This improvement is primarily due to the nonorographic gravity waves. At 60 S, the cold temperature bias seen in 30L CAM5 disappears in 60LcamGW, however in this simulation, the zonal mean wind at 60 S and 50 hPa becomes too strong between April and September. These excessive winds appear to be related to the increased number of vertical levels, and not to the nonorographic gravity wave drag (Figure 20 ).
CAM5 has a relatively low model lid (near 2 hPa) and is hence not perfectly suited to examine SSWs; however, we still find it worthwhile to show that in the 60LcamGW the seasonal distribution of events is different in comparison with 30Lcam. In 30Lcam, the majority of SSWs occurs in November and December, and there are no warmings in February, during the month that there are most observed warmings. In 60LcamGW, there are also many warnings in November; however, there are also nearly 1.5 warnings per decade in February. In addition to changes in seasonal distribution, the NAM response during an SSW lifecycle is changed in 60LcamGW. Although this simulation still holds several biases from observations, it is a step in the right direction for improving stratospheric-tropospheric coupling in CAM5.
